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Abstract
In this paper some properties of fUlly bridges and fuzzy' cut nodes arc studied. A
characterization of fuzzy trees is obtained using these concepts.
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I. Introduction
The theory of fuzzy sets limb its origin in the pioneering paper of Zadeh
[11]. Since then this philosophy l1!' "gray mathematics" [6] had tremendous
impact on logi..:. information theory. etc. and finds its upphcutious in many

branches of engineering andtechnology (5).
A fuuy subset [I)J (,I' a noncmpty set S is

Cl mapping a : s-·n. I . A fuzzy
relation on S is a fuuy subset of .')·S. If u und ran: fuZ7y relations. then
,llOi'(U.lI')
Sup{JIIIUIAr(f:.\I": I '::S}
and
1t'(II./'IccSurl!I!II.IIIIAjl
(I!I. 112) A .: . A PIli, I· F I: III ui, .. " 11',1 ,c Sf. where ..\' standsfi If minimum.
The-theory of fulZy graphs w.as independently developed by Roscnfeld [9J
andYeh and Bang[IOJ in 1975. A fuzzy graph IS a pairG: (fT. 111.\\ here fi is a
fuzzy subset of Sand I1 is a fun) relation on,\sul'h thatWII.rI "",,(11 1 ,\ (ill')
for all u.r ill S. A fUlly graph If : i r. If is called a fun) subgraph of G - \ rt , Jl)
ift/u
mUI and \(11.11 ,Hili. clJoralllL e t
hcrJ1isaspanningsuhgraph
if r~ III filII) for' all/I. :\ p~ithi'(lfkngthil isa s,~q~IUlL-:lirdistinct-nodes
1I0.1I1.1I~ .... 11" such that JIIII, /.11,1 >0. i .I. 2. 3... " l/;llldthcweightof the
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weakest arc is defined as its strength. Jflli\=II" and tI;" 3 then p iscalled a
cycle. Also ..Sup{t!' (lI. r) : k = 1.2. 3 .. .}, gives the strength of connectedness
between any two nodes u and l', denoted bYJt X (u .I' ). A fuzzy graph G: (a. It) is
connectedifu'{e.r-) > 0 for all u.r.
Recently.autornorphisrns of fuzzy graphs [3]. fuzzy interval.graphs [4J,fuzzy
line graphs [7], cycles dOO coeycles of fuzzy graphs .(8], etc., have also been
studied. .
.
In this paper-some-properties of fuzzy bridges and fuzzy cutnodes are
studied and a characterization of fuzzy trees is obtained using them.
Throughout, we assume that Sis finite, It is reflexive and symmetric [9]. In all
the examples a can be chosen in any manner satisfying the-definition ofafuzzy
graph. Also. we denote the underlying crisp graph by G' : (a'. It'). where
a'= {ll E S: a(u) >O} and /I' = {(II.I') E S x S: 11(/1. r) > O}.

2. Fuzzy bridges and fuzzy cutnodes
Definition 1 [9]. An arc (u.l') is a fuzzy bridge of G: {a. It) if deletion of (II. r)
reduces the strength of connectedness between some pail' of nodes.
Equivalently. (u,r) is a fuzzy bridge if and only if there exist .r, y such that
(u.r) is an arc of every strongest .v-j: path.
Definition 2[9J, A node is a fuzzy cutnode of G: (a, ,(1) if removal of it reduces
the strength of connectedness between some other pair of nodes.
Equivalently, 1\' is a fuzzy cutnode if and only if there exist 11. I' distinct from
w such that 11' is on every strongest 111' path.

TheoremI (9]. The [ollowing statements arc equivalent,
L (11, ( is a jie.\' bridge.
2. iu.r) is not a weakest arc ofan» cvclc,
1)

Remark 'I. Let G: [o, 11) be a fuzzy graph such that G" : \ n: . p') is a cycle and
let t =" min{/t(II.r):/I(II.r) > O}. Then all arcs (1/.1') such that (I(II.') > 1 are
fuzzy bridges of G.
Theorem 2. Let G: ((T. It) ht'jic::y .e.rapiz suclt that G'; (v'./I') IS a ere/c. Then a
node is a jiz:=y cutnodc of G if and only ait is a commoll node ol/ll'o (u=:::y
bridges.
ProotLet I t bea Iuzzycurnode of G. Thcil there exist /I .and r, other than 11',
such that w ison every strongest IH' path. Now G: :(q'.,u·) being a cycle, there
exits only one strongest /L-l' pathcontainingw and, by Remark I. all its arcs are
fuzzy bridges. Thusw.js a common node of two fuzzy, bridges. Conversely. let
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It' bea common node.of two fuzzy bridges (11. w)and (w. r.]. Then both(u. w)
and (lI'.l') arenotthe weakest arcs of GHheorem I), Also the path from u to t'
notcontaining the arcs In. w)and (lI'.T) has strength less than II(U. w) AII{W. e).
Thusthestrongestn-rpathis the path U.IL randJ/'(II.I') = II(U.W) AJl{w,l').
Hence w isa fuzzy cutnode D

Theorem 3. II' \I:' is Cl common. node l!( a t Ieiist
cutnode.

111'1) Jic:::yhridgcs.thm

w is a fuzzy

Proof. Let t 111.11') and (II'.U2) be twofuzzy bridges. Then there exist some 11. r
such that Il,) .. t;is on every strongest I l l ' parh.Tf It' is distinct from /I and /. it
follows that II' is a fuzzy cutnode. Next. suppose one of 1"./1 is \I' so that (Ul. w) is
on every strongest IHrpath ort 11'. 1I2) is on every strongest \1'1' path. If
possible let II'Ce not a fuzzy cutnode. Thenbetween every two nodes there
exist. at least one strongest path not containing \\·.In particular. there exist at
least one strongest path p. joining 11I and 11:. not containing 1\'. This path
together with (Ill. Il') and (\1',112) forms a cycle.
Case I, If lit. 11'.11: is not a strongest path. then clearly one of (Ill. w}, (11'.112)
or both become the weakest arcs of the cycle which contradicts that (Iq, 11') and
(11'.112) are fuzzy bridges.
Case 2. If 111.11',1/: is also a strongest path joining 11) to 112. then
jl'(//I.//2)'= 11(111.11') "jl(Il'.II:. the strength or 1'. Thus arcs or pare at least as
strong as Jt\II) , 11') and ,u( \1'. 1/:) which implies that (Ill, \1'). (11. 1I~1 or both are the
weakest arcs of the cycle, which again is a contradiction. ."::'J
Remark 2.The condition in the above theorem is not necessary. In Fig. 1.11' is a
fuzzy cutnode: Ill. u] and iLX} urc the ,1nly fuzzy bridges.
Remark 3. In the following fUlly !,!raph (Fig. ~ l. (11, .112 and IU;.II.j ) are the
fuzzy bridges and no node is a fUN) cutn.xlc. This isa significant difference
from the crisp graph theory.
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Theorem4.11(u, "lis a/!i::::I·I>,.hf~e.lh('l//1'(11. r\

,11\IU).

Proof. Suppose thatur. rlis fuzzy bridge andthat/t'(u>r) excecdsJI(u.rj. Then
there exists a strongest I l l ' path with strength greater lPanl/ilt.r) and all arcs
of this strongest path have strength greater than Idu.l'). Now, this path
together with the arc (ur) .forms a cycle in which (11. r) is the weakest arc,
contradictingthatur. 1') is a fuzzy bridge. r~

Remark 4. The converse of theabove theorem is not true. The condition forthe
converse to be true is discussed in Theorem 9.

3. FUll~ trees
Definition 3 [9). A connected fuzzy graph G: (rI. l/l is a fuzzy tree if it has a
fuzzy spanning subgraph F: i v . ,'") which is a tree. where for all arcs (lI.I') not
in F. /I(II.r) < \,"(/1.1').
Equivalently. there is a path in F between 11 and r whose strength exceeds
II( 11. r l.

Lemma I [4J. I(
11.

r.

(r. VJ

IS

a

fnz:»

subgraph.

4

(r;.p),

then ,l('r al!

1'1(11. r) ~ 11'( 11. r).

Theorem 5.1((;: (a.p) is afic::.'" tree and
cvi,\/,\ at least

OIlC

arc (11. f) in /I'

/01'

which

(i' :

(a'.p· lis not a tree, then there
< 11'(".1').

/I\U.I')

Proof. If G is a fuzzy tree. then by detiniuon there exists a fuzz) spanning
subgraph F : (a. r). which is a tree and ui«. rJ " )'11/1. r) for all arcs 111,1') not in
F. Also r 1 ( 1I. r) ~.·/I((II. r) by Lemma I. Thus p(lI. i ' < 11'111. r) for all (1I. () not
in F and by hy pothesis there exist at least on arc \ 11.1'1 not in F,which
completes the proof.
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[3}. A completefuzzygraph is a fuzzygraphG: (fJ.p) such that

Jt{11. r )=a( u lA (if I' C~r all tland

Lemma 2 [3). ]( Gi«

£I

L

('oI1lJl/ete.lit::=ygraph. t!teuJt 1(u.rJ

= piu, r).

Lemma 3 [3}, A COll1p{etejie:ygrclJlh has-no ./il::;;y cutnodcs.
RemarkS. The converse of lemma 2is not true (Fig.J ).Also, a complete fuzzy
graph mayhavea fuzzy bridge (Fig. 4).

Theorem 6. N'G: (a.p) isafuzzv t1'C(I, then G is, noicompletc,
Proof: If possible let G be a complete fuzzy graph. Then J!'(ll. 1') = Jt(u.!") for
all 11. I' [lemma 2]. Now G being a fuzzy tree. p( 11; 1') < ,,1(11.1') for all (11. r) not
in F. Thus Jt1 (u . 1') < r'(u. 1'). contradicting lemma I, ~

Theorem 7 [9}. If G is it tuz:v tree. t!tCII arcs ot' F arc the fuz:v bridges of C;.
Theorem 8. IIG is alie:y tree. then internal nodes otF are tl/('./u::y cutnodes of
G.

Proof, let II' be any node in (jwhi~h is not an end node of F. Then by Theorem
7.itis the common node of at least two arcs in F which are fuzzy bridges of G
and by Theorem 3.11' is a fuzzy cutnode. Also. if Iris anend node of F. then nis
not et fuzzy cutnode: for. if so. there exist u. r distinct from \I' such that 11" is on
every strongest Ill' path and one such path certainly lies in F, But \I' being an
end node of F. this is not possible.
Corollar~: A !ic:r cutnodc
jiGI bridges.

0/

a tuz:»

free is th:

101/11110/1
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4. Main result

Theorem 9. u':
11) (It.

I )

I «. Id is ajic::r tree it and onlv i] the following are equivalent.
is a tic::y bridg«.

(2) Jl' (/I. 1') "'•. JI(11. 1').

(0'.11) be a fuzzy tree and let (11.1') be a fuzzy bridge. Then
utn: r) (Theorem 4). Now, let (lI. r) be an arc in G such that
II '(U, r) = 11(11,1'). If 0' is a tree. then clearly (11, 1') is a fuzzy bridge: otherwise.
it follows from theorem 5 that (It.r) is in F and (11.1') is a fuzzy bridge

Proof. Let G:

JI'(II, r)

c..

(Theorem 7).
Conversely, assume that (I) ~=.~ 12L Construct a maximum spanning tree
T: (0'.1') for G [2]. If (II. c) is in T. by an algorithm in [2]. p'(II. r) •.~c. II(U. 1')
and hence iu, r) is a fuzzy bridge. Now. these arc the only fuzzy bridges of 0;
for. if possible let iu", 1") be a fuzzy bridge of G which is not in 1. Consider a
cycle C consisting of (u'. 1") and the unique 11' 1" path in T. Now arcs of this
lI',r'path being fuzzy bridges they arc ntH weakest arcs of C and hence
11/.1'" must he the weakest an;
C and hence cannot he a fuzzy bridge
(Theorem I).
Moreover. for all arcs (11'. r'j not in 1. we have III It', r') <: 1" IU·. 1"): for. if
possible letp(u', 1") ~ 1"(11'. r}, But 11ll/'. 1"1 < 11 ' ( Il' . I" ) tstrict inequality :lOlds.

or

since (II'-r'jis nota fuzzy bridge). So. 1"(u'.I"1 < It'fll'.I") which gives a
contradiction. since 1" (u ' . tTisthe strength of the unique It' 1" path in Tandby
anulgoruhm in [2]./1>(/1',1") cc I"(u' r'), Thus T is the required spanning
subgraph: /..... which 'is:,a tree and hence '(;. is" it fUZLy tree. r-'
Remark e.Tor a fUlLy trccG, the spanning. subgraph Fis uruquctTheorernZ).
It follows fromthe proof of the above theorem that F is-nothing but the
maximum spanning tree T of G.
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Fig. 5.

Theorem 10. A fuzzy graph is afuzzy tree ifand onl, itit has a unique maximum
spanning tree.

Remark 7, For a fuzzy graph which is not a fuzzy tree there is at least one arc in
T which is not a fuzzy bridge and arcs not in T are not fuzzy bridges of G. This
observation leads to the following theorem,

Theorem 11. IrG: (a.ll) is afuzzv graph with a"= S and is! = -pthen G has at
most p - I fuzzy bridges.

Theorem 12. LetGt a. JI) he afuzzy graph mullet T he a maximumspanning. tree
(~l

G. Then end nodes or T arc not ficzy cut nodes

01 G.

Corollory: Ercryfuzzv graph has tit least tIro nodes whicli are not fuzzv cut
nodes.
However, there are fuzzy graphs with diametrical nodes, nodes which have
maximum eccentricity [I J; as fuzzy cutnodes, distinct from crisp graph theory.
See Il} and 1/5 of Fig. 5.
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